**A. Ecology**

“Ecology of star clusters” examines the interactions of stars, and what can be gleaned from these interactions about the evolution and ultimate fate of star clusters large and small. Questions like:

1. What is the force that causes small star clusters to expand?
2. Why do the ancient globular clusters have many binary stars?
3. Why are close triple stars so rare?

**B. Natural law**

1. Newton’s gravitational law holds the planets in their endless orbits, and it also governs stars.
2. But this same law of attraction accomplishes strange things in the ecology of star clusters.
3. The same gravitational force affects large clusters like globulars differently, because of their larger escape velocity.
4. It makes detailed star orbits unpredictable and close triple stars unstable.
5. Incredibly, gravitational attraction leads not to a collapse of the cluster, but forces small star clusters starting at rest to expand endlessly and dissipate into empty space, for long times at average accelerating rates.

**C. Two stars can be bound or not**

Two isolated stars can be gravitationally bound, depicted above, forever orbiting the center of mass (below left), or they can pass each other at high speed and depart forever, gravitationally unbound (below right). Newton proved this in the 17th century. As they continue to recede, their hyperbolic paths approach straight lines.

**D. Three appear to defy gravity**

Three-body interactions can trade potential energy for kinetic and blast toward infinity in opposite directions, exceeding their mutual escape velocity. McGee explained this in the 20th century and Aarseth established its relevance to expanding star clusters. Below, a third stationary body is added to the bound pair, above-left. They now initiate a graceful three-body dance, then a two-body pair forms heading rapidly left and the other shoots to the right at even greater speed. They never return.

**E. Evolution in four phases**

1. Simulated stars born in place from a cloud, as suggested above, initially enter a gravitational attraction phase and fall toward one another in the expected way, called “cold collapse.”
2. But they do not collapse to a point. Instead they swing about one another through an expulsion phase, forming smaller associations and feeling increasing bursts of kinetic energy. The cluster inflates with rapid acceleration.
3. Following that, the acceleration abates. The cluster expands but with decreasing velocity in a short attenuation phase.
4. Expansion continues forever in these small clusters, with mean velocity increasing through the final accelerating dispersion phase.

The red curve below averages many separate simulations, a fraction of which are shown as background gray. Even though every star expelled from the core of the cluster decelerates, the mean diameter of the cluster does the opposite, accelerating due to ever greater velocities of expulsion.

**F. Stars in their megayear dance**

1. A simulated cluster is just born from a cloud of gas, with stars poised for rapid gravitational approach.
2. In ten million years the cluster has fallen to its smallest size—a jewelbox cluster—with the rapid acceleration of an expansion phase about to begin.
3. Nearly sixty million years later, most of the stars have dispersed into space, with some large hot stars and smaller companions lingering on.

**G. Next research step**

Understand the acceleration!